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12 Oct 63 in 38588

Re: Info Hong Cite Mexi 6594

Lorb LcBust: Kapok

Ref: Mexi 6477 (in 37608)

1. Steadless 6 met Stgoal 1 night 12 Oct. Discussion added little to info reported ref. Stgoal 1 showed no special interest in money held for him by Steadless 6 and as in case of 11222 held by Larson, just asked Steadless to keep it. Passes results to Larson and Steadless meetings with Stgoal, it appears Stgoal is satisfied to at least resigned to his life on the mainland.

2. Steadless 6 having difficulty arranging second meeting with Stgoal. Stgoal extremely busy with conference which badly arranged thereby precluding Stgoal from making any time appointments. At next meeting Steadless will attempt arrange case officer Stgoal meeting.

3. Larson has returned.
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